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Heron News 
59th Heron National Championship
Port Stephens showed off her bluster and beauty for the 57 
Herons competing at the 59th National Championships in 
January. Hosted by the Port Stephens Sailing and Aquatic club 
at Soldiers Point, the eight race regatta attracted over ten 
former National Champions, resulting in a very high standard 
of competition. Nine time National Champion, Craig McPhee, 
was enticed back to Herons and sailed the National Association 
boat, 10279 Batmobile. And the stage was set for one of the 
most hotly contested championships for many years.  

A flurry of measuring kept the committee busy over the first 
two days with 57 boats weighed and measured and six new 
Herons to be fully checked over and added to the national fleet 
register.  The Opening Ceremony and welcome BBQ got the 
regatta officially under way…   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59th Heron Nationals 
Racing Report 

Heron sailors arriving in Port Stephens on Saturday 13 January 
2018 were greeted by swelteringly hot and humid conditions 
and no wind. All that changed later in the day as a southerly 
change came through, bringing relief from the heat and 
humidity. Unfortunately the change also brought gale force 
winds that persisted for three days. The Invitation race 
scheduled for Sunday was abandoned and no sailing was 
possible on the first planned heat sailing day on Monday. With 
the forecast still looking bleak, the lay day scheduled for 
Wednesday was brought forward to Tuesday. Finally, after a 
long wait, it looked like the 57 boat fleet would start sailing. 

Wednesday dawned with a strong southerly blowing. The wind 
abated slightly during the morning, but a number of boats 
made the decision to stay on shore for the afternoon’s racing. 

Heat 1:  Course 1 was signalled from the start boat.  Wind 
20-25 knots from the south.  Fleet away with individual recall 
signalled. 10279 Batmobile (Craig McPhee & Dale Gargett) was 
out early and established a good lead from 10226 Funky 
Chicken (Peter V & Charlie Nosworthy) and 10251 A Power 
(Rohan & Aidan Nosworthy). The reaches were extremely fast 
and the wing mark claimed many victims – including an eight 
boat pile up caused by 10274 Fatty & Skinny (Jason Groves & 
Isabella Brewin) capsizing in front of a cluster of boats unable 
to negotiate their way past in the strong gust. Funky Chicken 
challenged Batmobile continually and the two rounded the last 
mark overlapped and then drove at different ends of the line in 
the short sprint reach to the finish. Batmobile picked the 
favoured end and won the race by the slimmest of margins. On 
returning to shore, however, Peter V found that he had been 
OCS at the start and had not returned. A Power was the next 
finisher from 10283 Millenium Falcon (Paul & Ryan Foster) and 
4750 Foghorn Leghorn (Ian MacGregor & Kai Johnston), the 
oldest boat in the fleet and their best result for the regatta.  
Only 37 brave boats finished heat 1…    

Heat 2:  Course 2.  The wind had lifted during the break 
between heats, with gusts now approaching 30 knots. A smaller 
fleet made a clean start with 10288 She Said Yes (David & 
Michelle Johnson) leading early before a capsize at the wing 
mark saw 10279 Batmobile take the lead with 10274 Fatty and 
Skinny in hot pursuit. 10279 Batmobile took the race from 
10274 Fatty and Skinny by just four seconds, with 10226 Funky 
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Western Australia 

Dec 28 - Jan 4 60th National 
Championships PDSC  

South Australia 

The 53rd South Australian 
State Heron Championship 
Regatta will be held on March 
10 – 11 2018 at Somerton 
Yacht Club.  Five races are 
scheduled.  Register from 1100 
hours on March 10.  Notice of 
Race will be issued soon.  See 
you there! 

Victoria 

Where are you? Hope to see 
you again soon…
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Chicken 3rd and 10270 Blue Pearl 4th (Michael “Brownie” & 
Aiden Brown). In the leading pack was eventual Junior 
champions 10286 Will to Win (Reece Johnston & Will 
Armstrong), showing their skill and youthful fitness to finish the 
day with 8th and 6th respectively. Only 31 brave boats finished 
heat 2 with 10280 Little Miss Magic (Kate & Jemima Carey) 
determined to finish in the rough conditions.  

Several boats decided to call it a day after heat 1 to live and 
fight another day.  A number of boats suffered gear failure. The 
conditions took a particularly heavy toll on rudders, with a 
number of rudder boxes and blades failing to make the 
distance.  Fortunately, a combination of spares and repairs saw 
all boats back on the water the following day. 

By Thursday the southerly wind pattern had blown over and 
Heroners arriving at the club were greeted by light breezes. 
With the program well behind schedule, the fleet knew it would 
be a long day on the water.  By evening, three heats had been 
sailed. 

Heat 3:  Course 1.  Wind south east/north east, 0-10 knots.  The 
first start attempt was held in a light nor’easter and resulted in a 
general recall.  While the fleet waited to restart, the wind swung 
to the south east and the course was reset.  The restart went 
ahead with a black flag...two unfortunate boats were over the 
line? The wind held for the first work and reach, but the second 
reach turned into a run as the wind swung back to the 
northeast and dropped. The mark roundings in light conditions 
saw huge rafts of boats vying to round.  9957 Appauled (Paul 
Armstrong & Cooper Gunn) held a lead at one stage but could 
not sustain an advantage. Boats on the left on the second work 
picked up the returning northeaster and powered away from 
those still in the southeast stream. In the end, 10281 Overtaking 
Layne (Mark “Freddy” & Layne Phillips) took the gun from 
10251 A Power, 10167 In The Navy (Joel & Jayden Gunn), 
10270 Blue Pearl 4th closely followed by 9970 Joyride (Pam 
Johnston & Sundra John) who was very quick in the lighter 
breeze. Also, benefiting from the shifting breeze was three 
times national champion boat, 7472 Chain Valley Bay, sailed by 
crafty old timer John Stannard and young Henry Johnson.  

Heat 4:  Course 1.  Wind northeast, 10-12 knots. The sea breeze 
had steadied by the start of the fourth heat and the fleet got 
away to a clean start. 9957 Appauled again led early, but was 
worn down by 10226 Funky Chicken. The consistent 10251 A 
Power was 3rd, followed by 10167 In The Navy. 

Heat 5:  Course 4. The third heat of the day and this will go 
down in Heron history as the ‘bladder race’! The sea breeze 
had built to around 12-15 knots and the fleet got away to a 
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clean start. The outgoing tide and wind pressure favoured 
boats on the left. 10288 She Said Yes! led at the first mark from 
10187 Firsty (Richard Gibson & Therese Nolan), surely the first 
time that two couples had led a Nationals race! 10251 A Power 
was in hot pursuit. Firsty took the lead on the first run, and then 
covered A Power and 10226 Funky Chicken up the second 
work, sticking well to the left. This order was maintained until 
the finish, with She Said Yes! 4th and 10270 Blue Pearl 5th.  

The three heats on day 2 were won by three different boats, 
highlighting the closeness of competition. 10279 Batmobile, 
had a hard day, after a 9th and 11th in the first two races (heats 3 
& 4), they retired from the fray in heat 5 after a jib clew shackle 
let go just before the start. It was becoming evident that 
winning the regatta would require consistency, not flashes of 
occasional brilliance. 10270 Blue Pearl epitomised consistency 
at this stage. She had not achieved a top three placing but had 
placed 5-4-4-7-5 in the races to date placing her 2nd overall.  
10251 A Power had returned to shore to sit out heat 2 and 
could not afford a gear breakage or start infringement. 
Likewise, 10226 Funky Chicken had an OCS to drop and could 
not afford another big score. 10288 She Said Yes!, was also 
putting together a consistent campaign. 

Thursday night also saw the running of the ever-popular Heron 
Idol. A large crowd gathered to see a surprise appearance from 
Donald Trump followed by a large variety of wonderful (and 
sometime not so wonderful – and yes David Johnson we are 
talking about you!) performances. The younger heroners always 
have the edge over the adults when it comes to stage talent 
and this year was no exception with young Jemima Carey and 
Tom Breadsell narrowly winning the coveted bag of fantails 
with Therese Nolan on the bass ukulele worthy of a special 
mention. Once again a great night was had by all… 

Friday saw a light northeast sea breeze blowing.  After the wind 
switches of the day before in the early afternoon, the race 
officer decided to hoist the AP over 2 at the club, delaying 
racing until a more consistent sea breeze filled in.  

Heat 6:  Course 1. Wind 12-15 knots from the northeast and 
fleet away cleanly. The run-out tide favoured boats on the left of 
the works and this was 9957 Appauled’s heat, with a dominant 
performance, winning the race from 10281 Overtaking Layne. 
10251 A Power 3rd, another consistent performance. 10274 
Fatty and Skinny 4th from 10279 Batmobile, back up amongst 
the front-runners. 

Heat 7:  Course 4. Wind 12-16 knots from northeast. General 
recall and then start under black flag. One boat was over at the 
pin....and there is video evidence to prove it! 9957 Appauled 
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led early after taking the favoured left side with 10251 A Power, 
10226 Funky Chicken and 10270 Blue Pearl prominent. A 
Power, Blue Pearl and Funky Chicken passed Appauled and this 
order was maintained until the finish. 10288 She Said Yes! 
came in 5th for another consistent result. Not too far back, and 
improving in every race was first time skipper Mollie Carey in 
9671 Little Aussie coming in 12th and putting together a series 
of consistently improving performances that would see her go 
on to win the first Lady title.  

The win in heat 7 put 10251 A Power in the box seat for the 
title, but she could not afford a big result in the last race.  10270 
Blue Pearl’s consistency was paying off, while 10279 Batmobile 
was hanging onto third. 

Saturday was the last scheduled day of racing.  Again, a 
northeasterly sea breeze greeted the fleet.   

Heat 8:  Course 5.  Wind north east 12-15 knots.  General recall 
then black flag start.  10226 Funky Chicken went out early and 
won emphatically from 10288 She Said Yes and 10274 Fatty 
and Skinny.  10251 A Power sailed conservatively and finished 
4th from 10270 Blue Pearl.  An unfortunate tangle with another 
boat saw 10279 Batmobile’s hopes of a podium finish in the 
regatta dashed. 9957 Appauled was doing well early but had 
jib pole retraction issues and had to be content with 6th. 

Overall: The 59th Heron National Championship went to Rohan 
and Aidan Nosworthy in 10251 A Power.  They put together a 
very consistent regatta across all conditions, finishing no lower 
than 4th in the races in which they competed.  Mick and Aiden 
Brown were second in 10270 Blue Pearl.  This boat was also 
very consistent, not winning a race but always around the top 
five. 10226 Funky Chicken sailed by Peter V and Charlie 
Nosworthy rounded out the top three. 

Six different heat winners highlighted the closeness of the 
competition, with the podium finishers managing to win just 
three heats between them. Consistency was the name of the 
game. 

Thanks to the NSW Heron Sailing Association, the Port 
Stephens Sailing and Aquatic Club and Principal Race Officer, 
Jeremy Atkinson, for running a great regatta under trying 
conditions. 
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The presentation night saw a host of Heron champion skippers 
and crew from over the years honoured, with Ian Cull, Don 
Jamieson, Craig McPhee, Justin Carey, Ray Brown, Peter 
Vaiciurgis, David Johnson, Greg Harris and Jason Groves all in 
attendance for the presentation of the 2018 champions. 

It was great to see women skippers well represented with nine 
contesting. Fifteen year old Mollie Carey took out the 2018 First 
Lady Skipper title.   

We look forward to seeing you all in Western Australia for the 
60th Heron Nationals.  
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59th Heron Champion’s 
Regatta Report 

Aidan and Rohan Nosworthy

It wasn’t until the last race,and then the presentation dinner 
that I realised the level we had achieved in winning these 
Heron Nationals.  Seeing the legends of the class, their vast 
knowledge and experience, brought a huge prestige to the 
event of which the Heron Association should be proud.  To 
stand alongside my son with these greats of sailing is truly 
humbling. 

CREW  

Aidan and I have been sailing together for 3 seasons now.  We 
weighed 101kg at Port Stephens.  Aidan started in the Heron at 
4yo and each year has been a slow progression of adding to 
his crewing skill-set according to his confidence and growing 
coordination and strength.  Even though he is still only 6yo, he 
runs the front half of the boat and keeps an eye on the key 
boats around us, leaving me to concentrate on trim, speed and 
the race course.   

I can’t stress enough how important it is to sail the Heron as a 
two person boat.  Kids are amazing learners and will often 
notice things that get lost in the heat of the moment.  Giving 
the confidence and opportunities to speak up at these 
important times is invaluable.  Talking to your crew around the 
course ingrains the vocabulary and gives them insight on the 
important things to focus on at the critical times.    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Division of Tasks 

Aidan 

• Jib 

• Pole 

• Main downhaul/outhaul 

• Centreboard 

• Time 

• Compass 

• Lay lines 

• Boats around us 

• Waves 

Rohan 

• Mainsail 

• Helm 

• Speed 

• Vang 

• Wind  

• Strategy 

• Tactics 
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At the same time, don’t forget they are still kids.  They need 
time to talk about fairies and helicopters, and picking the 
opportune times during a long race day to reassure and allow 
them to turn off is essential.  They need to be fed and watered, 
and most importantly warm and comfortable or the dread of 
going on the water will trump any good progress you have 
made. We took a huge decision to sit out Race 2 in the really 
tough conditions, and this was 100% crew preservation for the 
remaining 6 races of the series.  It was a mutual decision, and 
Aidan took his part of the responsibility for it – and he came out 
in every following race with a determination that can only come 
from making a big decision in your life. 

SAILS, MAST, TUNING AND SETUP 

We sailed with a Bermudan rig, standard jib rig.  The mast is all 
alloy, 1200mm sleeve, with a plastic sailtrack above the hounds.  
2:1 main and jib halyards.  Heel tune is carefully set to be 
neutral at normal rake.  We run loose rig tension, but nothing 
extreme.  Mast and centreboard are positioned max aft.  
Centreboard is an immaculate 1990’s timber Botterill, but we 
will need to go to a stiffer board next season as Aidan gets 
bigger.  Rudder is a custom built Andrew Baglin design that 
Peter V also used. 

We use a normal ‘crew-set’ whisker pole with an internal set line 
attached to the jib.  This pole is slightly longer than most, but 
we can fine tune the length by the set line.  We found this pole 
setup to be a huge benefit at Port Stephens, particularly when 
gybing and when running off square surfing waves. This setup 
also better balances foot and leech tension in the jib, without 
the pretension of shockcord affecting pole angle and 
articulation.   
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The Boat - A Power 

We bought 10251 in April 2017.  
With the help of Peter V we 
identified items which needed to 
be rebuilt (thwarts/floorboards), 
and with a pending vote on 
removing floorboards still 
underway, I decided to remove 
the floor frames and fibreglass 
sheath the interior.  It was at this 
stage we noticed monel nails and 
resorcinol glue holding in the 
frames…  Despite not thinking 
much of it at the time, I’ve now 
learnt the boat has an amazing 
history dating back to the late 
60’s!   My dad sanded all timber 
back to bare and redid any 
joinery which had faults.  The 
boat is incredibly fair and 
accurate chine to chine but as far 
measurements tell, it isn’t 
remarkable in any way – just a 
very stiff and smooth Heron.   

 ‘A Power’ was (re)launched late-
October at the Narrabeen 
Interclub event, and it became 
immediately apparent that she 
had pace and that the hours 
spent were worth it.  Winning the 
NSW States a couple of weeks 
later with 4 first places also 
confirmed the direction I had 
gone with the rig and sails setup, 
so it gave us a clear 2 months of 
fine tuning and getting to know 
the nuances of the boat. 
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I am the owner of MC Sails, so have the resources to develop 
my sails and rig as required.  I follow quite a disciplined rig and 
sail development path and have detailed logging and change 
control.  The Heron has quite specific requirements and 
operating speed range, and the Bermudan rig is particularly 
sensitive to mast stiffness and crew weight.  The foils are low lift 
shapes, so balancing the rig power to the centreboard/rudder 
lift available is critical. 

Being able to adjust the sails throughout the wind range is 
critical and I made sure my designs could power up at will, and 
also flatten off when needed.  Being at the front in the lightest 
race of the series, and placing 2nd in the windiest race 
confirmed this.  (Very happy sidenote - Mick and Aiden Brown 
placed 2nd overall with MC Sails Mainsail and Genoa, and a 
mast we specc’d together to suit their weight.)  Sails were all 
made from Dimension Polyant 140OD 3.3oz Dacron at this 
regatta. 
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Deciding Factors 

1. Crew work – Aidan and I did 
after school training sessions 
whenever we could.  This 
included several 25+ knot days of 
‘destruction testing’!  This also 
gave us opportunity to work on 
methods for Aidan to be 
comfortable with waves hitting 
him – an early pet gripe and it 
wasn’t mentioned once at Port 
Stephens.  We attended all the 
NSW Association events (5hrs 
drive each way!), and did local 
weekend racing at Queens Lake 
and Port Macquarie as my 
schedule racing other classes 
would allow.  There are no other 
Herons sailing locally, so we were 
also were fortunate enough to 
have Peter V come down from 
Coffs and spend an intensive 
weekend tuning and training at 
Queens Lake, plus the Harwood 
Regatta in November as he was 
sailing with my older son Charlie. 

2. Boat prep and maintenance – 
we had no breakages or surprises 
during the regatta.  Every 
morning screws, bolts, rigging 
etc was checked thoroughly.  All 
gear used was tested to the limit 
prior to the titles.  Boat was 
washed, dried, rudder removed, 
mast dropped and cover put on 
every day – this aided inspection 
of every item top to bottom and 
we started every day clean and 
fresh. 
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We have calibrations and markings on all controls including 
rake and rig tension, centreboard rake, etc, and never use 
guess work to setup.  Every setting we used at Port Stephens 
was already determined in training prior to the event, and we 
spent very little time on ‘tuning up’ at the regatta. 

FINAL WRAPUP 

Any National Title is hard to win – the level and dedication of 
the Heron fleet makes it particularly so.   

Personally, it is the highlight of my 38 year sailing career.  I have 
won other classes National and State Titles – but none sailing 
with my kids.  The Heron gave me my start in sailing and it has 
now given me the opportunity to share the love and 
experience with my kids.   

I watched Aidan grow during these Titles, and as a now mature 
6yo, hopefully he will always remember and treasure that time 
he sailed with Dad and won the Heron Nationals! 

    Rohan Nosworthy  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Deciding Factors 
continued… 

3. Calibration and speed – we 
were fast, and could repeat fast 
settings at will.  We worked hard 
in the waves and chop, but there 
was no guesswork or 
experimenting during the 
regatta.  The sails were a new set, 
but came from my same CAD 
files and my meticulous build 
tolerances meant they were the 
same as my previous sets, so I 
knew exactly what I was putting 
up on day 1. 

4. Big picture – a Nationals 
regatta is a long week.  With an 
entry list and the weather like 
these Nationals, one-trick-ponies 
were never going to win.  Risk 
management, consolidation and 
final placing across the finish line 
in each race were the priorities.  
We didn’t ‘win’ any starts, we 
didn’t ‘get’ anyone on starboard, 
we were conservative on buoy 
roundings, and didn’t hit any 
‘corners’ of the course.  
Everything was about playing the 
percentages and chipping away 
at every little opportunity.  That 
isn’t to say we took it easy!  We 
often ground out of hard 
positions by putting in that bit 
extra, particularly downwind 
surfing waves and upwind 
working in chop.  Aidan did 
continual counts on the fleet 
numbers left and right, and we 
positioned our boat so we didn’t 
sail in dirty air for more than a few 
seconds. Our worst race was a 4th 
place in the final race (where my 
level of conservative reached 
new highs!). 
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TOP TEN NATIONAL 
HERONS GEAR SURVEY  
A	  Power	  -‐	  10251	  	  
Hull:	   Ply/Fibreglass	  sheathed	  	  
Sails:	   MC	  Sails	  -‐	  main	  &	  jib	  	  
Mast:	   All	  Alloy	  Bermudan,	  alloy	  track	  below	  hounds/plasDc	  track	  
above,	  1200mm	  sleeve,	  2:1	  halyards	  	  
Crew	  weight:	   101kg	  
Foils:	   BoIerill	  centreboard,	  Baglin	  rudder	  

Blue	  Pearl	  -‐	  10270	  

Hull:	   	  Dinghy	  Sports	  GRP	  (polyester/foam	  sandwich)	  
Sails:	   MC	  Sails	  -‐	  main	  &	  genoa	  
Mast:	   Bermudan	  bronze	  secDon	  with	  gooseneck	  sDffener,	  f/glass	  top	  
Crew	  weight:	   126kg	  +	  9kg	  correctors	  
Foils:	   Freddy	  Foils	  

Funky	  Chicken	  -‐	  10226	  	  
Hull:	  S&G	  Ply/Fibreglass	  sheathed	  	  
Sails:	  Barracouta	  Sails	  -‐	  main	  &	  jib	  	  
Mast:	  All	  alloy	  Bermudan,	  all	  alloy	  track,	  1500mm	  
sleeve,	  2:1	  main	  halyard,	  4:1	  jib	  halyard	  
Crew	  weight:	  110kg	  	  
Foils:	  Baglin	  Centreboard,	  Baglin	  Rudder	  

She	  Said	  Yes!	  –	  10288	  

Hull:	  Dinghy	  Sports	  GRP	  (polyester/foam	  sandwich)	  
Sails:	  North	  main,	  MC	  genoa	  
Mast:	  Bronze	  Bermudan	  lower,	  (f/g	  top?)	  
Crew	  weight:	  150kg	  
Foils:	  Freddy	  Foils	  

Appauled	  –	  9957	  

Hull:	  framed	  Dmber	  
Sails:	  Brewer	  main,	  Redback	  genoa	  
Mast:	  Bermudan	  “bendy	  silver	  
aluminium	  secDon	  with	  fibreglass	  top	  
very	  so[	  and	  flexible”	  
Crew	  weight	  136kg	  
Foils:	  Freddy	  rudder	  
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FaDy	  and	  Skinny	  –	  10274	  

Hull:	  Dinghy	  Sports	  GRP	  (polyester/foam	  sandwich)	  
Sails:	  Doyle	  MacDiarmid	  (Sydney)	  –	  main	  &	  genoa	  
Mast:	  SDffened,	  Bermudan	  bronze	  lower	  secDon	  with	  alloy	  Goldspar	  top	  
Crew	  weight:	  135.2kg	  
Foils:	  Freddy	  Foils	  

Batmobile	  –	  10279	  

Hull:	  Dinghy	  Sports	  GRP	  (polyester/foam	  sandwich)	  
Sails:	  Redback	  –	  main	  &	  jib	  
Mast:	  UnsDffened	  silver	  Bermudan	  
Crew	  weight:	  108kg	  
Foils:	  Freddy	  Foils	  

Two	  Goats	  in	  a	  Boat	  –	  10205	  

Hull:	  MkII	  GRP	  	  
Sails:	  Redback	  -‐	  main	  &	  genoa	  
Mast:	  Silver	  Bermudan,	  alloy	  top,	  sDffened	  with	  long	  sleeve	  	  
Crew	  weight:	  134.8kg	  +	  1kg	  corrector	  
Foils:	  Freddy	  rudder	  

Millennium	  Falcon	  –	  10283	  

Hull:	  MkII	  GRP	  (epoxy/foam	  sandwich)	  
Sails:	  Fospar	  –	  main	  &	  jib	  
Mast:	  SDffened	  (to	  the	  hounds),	  silver	  Bermudan,	  alloy	  top	  
Crew	  weight:	  112kg	  
Foils:	  Freddy	  rudder,	  Tassie	  oak	  c/b	  

In	  the	  Navy	  –	  10167	  

Hull:	  MkII	  GRP	  	  
Sails:	  MC	  sails	  -‐	  main	  &	  jib	  
Mast:	  Silver	  Bermudan	  with	  gooseneck	  sDffener,	  alloy	  top	  
Crew	  weight:	  91kg	  
Foils:	  Freddy	  rudder,	  Howard	  Mitchell	  c/b	  
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Awards  
1st Rohan Nosworthy & Aidan 
Nosworthy 10251 A Power 
NSW 

2nd Michael Brown & Aiden 
Brown 10270 Blue Pearl NSW 

3rd Peter Vaiciurgis & Charlie 
Nosworthy 10226 Funky 
Chicken NSW 

4th David Johnson & Michelle 
Johnson 10288 She Said Yes! 
Qld 

5th Paul Armstrong & Cooper 
Gunn 9957 Appauled NSW 

6th Jason Groves & Isabella 
Brewin 10274 Fatty & Skinny 
NSW 

First Lady Skipper & Crew              
Mollie Carey & Justin Carey 
9671 Little Aussie Qld 

First Junior Skipper & Crew 
Reece Johnston & Will 
Armstrong 10286 Will to Win 
NSW 

First Unplaced Masters      
Craig McPhee & Dale Gargett 
10279 Batmobile SA 

First Unplaced Family           
Paul Foster & Ryan Foster 
10283 Millenium Falcon NSW 

Don Jamieson Invitation Race 
Craig McPhee & Dale Gargett 
10279 Batmobile SA 

Best Presented Boat  
10226 Funky Chicken - Peter V 

Back row: Michael Brown, Rohan Nosworthy, Peter V 
Aiden Brown, Aidan Nosworthy, Charlie Nosworthy

First Lady Skipper  
Mollie Carey & Justin Carey  

9671 Little Aussie

First Junior Skipper Reece 
Johnston & Will Armstrong 

10286 Will to Win

First Unplaced Family 
 Paul & Ryan Foster 

10283 Millennium Falcon 

Invitation Race 
Craig McPhee & Dale Gargett 

10279 Batmobile
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Awards continued 

1st Handicap  
John Veale & Jack Powning 
Silver Feather 10278 NSW 

2nd Handicap 
Kate Carey & Jemima Carey 
Little Miss Magic 10280 Qld 

3rd Handicap 
Nicole Breadsell & Rosie 
Breadsell Carew 9506 Qld 

The Couples Cup – She Said Yes! 
The podium finishers did very well, but from several perspectives, a 
standout performer at the 59th Nationals was 10288 She Said Yes! 
sailed by David and Michelle Johnson, which finished the regatta in 
fourth place.  Sure, it was a new boat....but it was so new that David 
was relieved that the start of the regatta was delayed so that he 
could get things set up just the way he likes them.  Sure, David has 
two national Heron titles under his belt, but he hadn’t sailed a Heron 
for a number of years and only decided to go to Port Stephens in 
the week before the regatta.  Sure, David was sailing with an older 
crew, but Michelle had never sailed on a Heron before and had 
spent precious little time on anything with sails, really.  Sure, David 
and Michelle are looking trim and terrific but... let’s just say that they 
easily qualified for the genoa at the weigh in. 

Michelle’s face after a trial sail in 25-30 knots was a sight to behold.  
In a time-honoured ceremony usually reserved for Popes, Michelle 
greeted the beach with passionate fervour.  A swim in the second 
heat added to the experience.  As the regatta went on, the bruises 
became even more impressive.  Through all of this, She Said Yes! 
put together a wonderfully consistent regatta.  After dropping the 
result of heat 2, David and Michelle did not count a score above 7th. 

John and Leslie, Andrew and Barbara and Therese and I have 
carried the couples flag at Nationals for the last few years and we 
are very pleased to welcome David and Michelle, and other couples 
who wish to join us. There has been a lot of talk of a more formal 
award for the first couple....names such as the Bombay Sapphire 
cup have been bandied around. It’s time! Bring it on! WAHSA – you 
are on notice to include a Couples Cup in the Notice of Race for the 
60th Nationals. 

Richard Gibson    

1st Handicap 
John Veale & Jack Powning 

Best Presented Heron 
Funky Chicken by Peter V 

2nd & 3rd Handicap 
Rosie Breadsell, Jemima & Kate Carey, 

Nicole Breadsell 
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59th Australian Heron Champion – 10251 A Power 
 The registration number of the boat suggests that it was built relatively recently.  
However, investigations have revealed an interesting past!  Let me tell you a story…

The boat that became 10251 was presented for sale at a Heron 
Trading Day at Somerton Yacht Club, Adelaide, in November 
2001.  She was an unfinished project at that time, consisting of a 
completed frame that had been skinned on the sides and 
bottom. The boat was still attached by extended side frames to a 
floor jig. It is not clear exactly when construction of the boat was 
started. However, as the hull was built with resorcinol glue and 
ring shank nails, it probably dated back to the late 1960s. Boat 
builders quickly switched over to epoxy glues when they 
became generally available in the early 1970s.  

The boat did not sell on the day. After some time, Gary Penny 
from Wallaroo (SA) took on the task of finishing the hull. Shane 
Kelly, a Wallaroo Heron sailor at the time, remembers cutting the 
side frames to enable the hull to be removed from the floor jig 
for transport from Adelaide to Wallaroo. 

Gary intended to sail the boat with his daughter, and finished the 
boat off over a period of some years. Work was completed in 
around 2008 and, according to all reports, the hull looked like a 
piece of furniture. The boat was registered at around this time.  
Unfortunately, Gary’s daughter had moved on to other things 
and the boat, now named Obsession was sold to Bronte Flint in 
Port Lincoln. 

Bronte took 10251 to the 50th Nationals at RQYS, Brisbane in 
2009. Her final scratch placing for the boat is not clear, but 
10251 did take out second place on handicap. By the 51st 
Nationals in 2010, the Flint family was sailing two Mk2 GRP boats 
and 10251 was put aside. Eventually, she was sold to Peter 
Walden in Sydney. 

Peter sailed 10251 at Dobroyd Aquatic Club and also competed 
in several NSW titles. He put her on the market in 2016. It was 
purchased by Rohan Nosworthy and renamed A Power.  As 
described elsewhere in the newsletter, Rohan’s father gave the boat a bare timber makeover.  The rest 
of the story is history – 2017/18 NSW and National Champions!  

Rohan certainly did not select 10251 as a “special” hull.  The boat had no particular record of great 
success. 10251 is probably close to 50 years old and her win at the 59th Nationals shows that any stiff 
and fair Heron that is down to weight and carrying good foils, spars and sails has the potential to do 
very well. All that is needed to realise the potential is the human element - sailing skills, dedication, 
focus, teamwork, boat preparation and fitness. Rohan and Aidan certainly showed us these qualities at 
Port Stephens!  

Richard Gibson          
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So many great photos to view on NSW Heron Sailing Association Facebook Page.  
Thanks for the great shots from Peter Kappelmann and Robert Preston. 
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